Frankfurt Food Council

An initiative of the Association of Citizens for Regional Agriculture and Food......
Activities of the City of Frankfurt

Climate gourmet exhibition

In 2009 the city of Frankfurt developed the exhibition. Climate gourmet shows how to reduce the CO2 footprint - simply and deliciously - and live more sustainably.

At eleven interactive stations an award-winning touring exhibition addresses topics such as the greenhouse effect, the link between CO₂ emissions and choice of food or production and transport costs.
Activities of the City of Frankfurt

KLIMAGOURMET

Climate gourmet network – climate gourmet week

Climate Gourmet aims to promote sustainable food choices and climate protection that benefit local stakeholders and the community. Frankfurt residents and their friends are encouraged to explore and enjoy the city's sustainable and climate-neutral culinary options, and to rethink ingrained lifestyles.

The climate gourmet network organizes the climate gourmet week which now showcases Climate Gourmet offerings that highlights the connection between nutrition and climate protection and to popularize other aspects of the Climate Gourmet program.
Activities of the City of Frankfurt

Milan Urban Food Policy Pact

On October 15, Frankfurt signed the "Milan Urban Food Policy Pact", along with 98 cities around the world, including f.e. New York and Shanghai. The aim of the agreement is to highlight the growing role of cities for healthy and sustainable nutrition for their citizens and to develop their own strategies and goals.
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Foundation

The Frankfurt Food Council was founded in 2017 with around 115 participants and founding members through the symbolic signing of the founding acts. It is under the patronage of the Deputy Mayor for Environment and Women’s affairs.

The Frankfurt Food Council creates structures that make food production and consumption more regional. It calls for a municipal policy for a sustainable food system and supports the city of Frankfurt on its way to implementing the Urban Food Policy Pact.
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Main goals

The keyword is food sovereignty: citizens' right to healthy and sustainably produced food.

The idea of Food Councils is not new: in the English-speaking world, many Food Councils have already contributed to a turnaround of food policy at the local level. Food councils have also been established in other German cities or are about to start. Food councils are committed to a socially equitable and ecologically sustainable agricultural and nutritional transformation.
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Structure

Members of different associations and initiatives were founding members. The special feature of the Frankfurt Food Council is that it is built on the foundation of many existing, old and young initiatives and open for everybody. The City of Frankfurt and Economic Institutions (IHK) are incorporated.

Working groups

I. Nutrition education
II. Production & Marketing
III. Communication & practical tips on the internet
IV. “Main lunch” (nutritional quality in public institutions)
VI. Plastic-free food, garbage-free delivery service
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Current projects

**Common school garden** for kindergarten and schools without enough space for an own garden

**Round table** of the City of Frankfurt to implement new tender criteria for school catering

www.ernaehrungsrat-frankfurt.de
Future

2nd Networking Congress of the Food Councils
23rd-25th November 2018

To strengthen the exchange of experiences, to learn from each other and to receive impulses from theory and practice, the German speaking Food Councils come together for the 2nd networking congress in Frankfurt am Main.

Vision
To become an integral part in the political landscape of municipal nutrition policy.